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Tom Hogue 
Public Safety Branch 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 
800 K St. N.W., Suite 710 
Washington, D, C. 20226 
 

Subject: “Broker” Licensing 
File No: 0400.615 

Dear Mr. Hogue: 
 
We are seeking clarification regarding the potential licensing obligations of “export brokers”.  Basically, these are 
US companies that order explosives for shipment to a foreign company.  The “export broker” does not take 
possession of the explosives; however, in some instances, they may pay for the explosives on behalf of the foreign 
end-user. 

Since they do not receive explosives, we have felt for some time that “export brokers” do not need an ATF 
explosives license or permit; and this has been confirmed from time-to-time by verbal inquiry with local ATF 
officials.  However, recently, one such broker was told by an ATF inspector that this understanding was incorrect 
due to the addition of the phrase “or cause to be transported” into 27 CFR 555.26(a).  We note, that if this 
explanation was correctly reported to us, that the phrase “or cause to be transported” was not recently added to 
27 CFR 555.26(a).  Instead, the phrase “in interstate or foreign commerce” was removed from the paragraph.  
Regardless of this possible confusion, there still remains some uncertainty as to whether these “explosives brokers” 
are required to have an ATF license, and we are seeking clarification on that issue. 

We see two scenarios of “explosive brokering” in our business.  These are described below, with specific questions 
that we believe, when answered, will aid in the understanding of what ATF requires in this regard. 

1. The first scenario concerns whether companies that arrange export of explosives for their foreign 
operations need an ATF explosives license or permit.  For example: 

Company X is a USA company that serves as a central ordering and paying facility for its various foreign 
operations.  Company X receives requisitions from its foreign operations, places orders for explosives with 
explosives manufacturers/dealers, and pays for those explosives once delivered.  The explosives are 
shipped by the explosives manufacturer/dealer to Company X’s foreign operation via a freight forwarder, 
and invoices Company X for the explosives.  The freight forwarder receives the explosives on behalf of 
Company X and causes them to be transported to Company X’s foreign operation.  The explosives are 
never shipped to Company X and Company X does not use, store, or transport explosives in its US 
operations. 

Regarding this scenario, we have the following questions: 

a. Does Company X need an ATF explosives license or permit?  If so, what regulatory condition 
exists that mandates the need for a license or permit?  If so, is a user permit sufficient, or is a 
dealer license required? 
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b. Does the freight forwarder need an ATF explosives license or permit?  If so, what regulatory 
condition exists that mandates the need for a license or permit.  If so, is a user permit sufficient, or 
is a dealer license required? 

c. If the answer to question a. is affirmative, please explain how, other than the occurrence of an 
export vs. an import, this scenario differs from that described in Scenario #9 of ATF Scenario QA 
found at http://www.atf.gov/explarson/safexpact/documents/scenarioqa.pdf on the “Safe 
Explosives Act” web page under the heading “Frequently Asked Questions”. 

2. The second scenario is very similar to the first, except that it addresses licensing of USA companies that 
arrange export of explosives for other foreign companies and not their own foreign operations.  For 
example: 

Company Y is a USA company that serves as buyer for its various foreign customers.   Its foreign 
customers are not foreign operations of Company Y; they are non-USA companies that prefer to purchase 
their explosives requirements through a USA company with knowledge and expertise in explosives 
purchasing and exporting.  Company Y receives requisitions from its foreign customers, places orders for 
explosives with explosives manufacturers/dealers, and arranges for the export of those explosives to its 
foreign customer.  In some cases, Company Y is invoiced for and pays for the explosives and then bills its 
customers for the explosives.  In other cases, the foreign customer is billed directly by the explosives 
manufacturer/dealer for the explosives, and Company Y bills the foreign customer a service charge for its 
services.  In either case, the explosives are shipped by the explosives manufacturer/dealer to Company Y’s 
foreign customer via a freight forwarder that, in turn, exports them to Company Y’s foreign customer.  The 
explosives are never shipped to Company Y and Company Y does not use, store, or transport explosives in 
its US operations. 

Regarding this scenario, we have the following questions: 

a. Does Company Y need an ATF explosives license or permit?  If so, what regulatory condition 
exists that mandates the need for a license or permit?  If so, is a user permit sufficient, or is a 
dealer license required? 

b. Does the freight forwarder need an ATF explosives license or permit?  If so, what regulatory 
condition exists that mandates the need for a license or permit.  If so, is a user permit sufficient, or 
is a dealer license required? 

c. If the answer to question a. is affirmative, please explain how, other than the occurrence of an 
export vs. an import, this scenario differs from that described in Scenario #9 of ATF Scenario QA 
found at http://www.atf.gov/explarson/safexpact/documents/scenarioqa.pdf on the “Safe 
Explosives Act” web page under the heading “Frequently Asked Questions”. 

Thank you for your response to this inquiry for clarification. 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
David W. Boston 
President 

cc: David Upchurch (Owen Oil Tools) 
Lon Santis (IME) 

Owen Compliance Services, Inc.   P.O. Box 765   12001 County Road 1000    Godley, TX  76044-0765 
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